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On the Tragic Feature of Xiao Hong’s The Tales of Hulan Ｒiver
ZHANG Shu － tong
( College of Humanities，Xiamen University，Xiamen Fujian 361000，China)
Abstract: Xiao Hong＇s works are dominated by melancholy most of the times and exude an tragic ambience，and with a tinge of
joy from time to times． The Tales of Hulan Ｒiver，a novel depicting the benighted and ill － fated life of people in the Northeast China，
is based on Xiao Hong＇s childhood memories． The tragedy screaming in this novel has its roots in human being＇s hard － wired yearnings
for survival and their vulnerabilities． The chaotic and uncivilized life of people in the novel is brought to life by Xiao Hong＇s masterful
writing． The reader is bound to be swelling with a mixed emotion of desperation，rage，nonchalance，and sorrow，and swallowed by the
writer＇s strong personalized feelings，which has almost become a Xiao Hong’s effect．
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